Dear Parents,
Greetings from AHPS, Chikhali!

REPORT ON “BORN TO FLY” - EXHIBITION (2018-19) AT AHPS,CHIKHALI.
“Dream high, beyond the sky; no matter wings so small, keep vision bright; just dare to
learn, for you are born to fly.”

‘Born to Fly’, an annual event held at Academic Heights Public School, Chikhali, is an
opportunity to showcase individual talent, to raise new questions, new possibilities, to regard
old problems from a new angle, that requires creative imagination and marks real advance in
science, and is very deeply followed.
To strengthen the tender yet creative, innovative wings of imaginations “Born to Fly” - a
one day Exhibition(2018-19) was organised at Academic Heights Public School ,
Chikhali on 20th October, 2018.
The event was inaugurated by Mr. Dilip K Tilwani, Chairman, AHPS, along with Mr.
Mukesh Tilwani, Director AHPS , Ms. Pranita Mendsure, Principal AHPS and other Board of
Directors. The event showcased young enthusiastic participants from Pre-Primary to std VIII.
The exhibition was a realization of huge creative minds within each one. The Exhibition
initiated with ‘The Wagah Border- Display by Pre- Primary students, wherein students
depicted “The Beating Retreat Border Ceremony”, that filled the environment with zeal and
zest. A display of various kinds of paintings by students was put which reflected the passion
towards art forms of students. The Exhibition moved ahead towards ‘The Animation
Learning at AHPS-Demonstration’, children explained the concept of Animation along with a
small demonstration on the spot with explanation.
Pre- Primary students exhibited various concepts like – Defence Weapons, Warships,
Missiles, Martyrs, Medals, Training Camps etc through models. Religious places , historical
monuments were creatively presented by the students. Exhibition continued to the Primary
section which exhibited concepts like – Zoo, Community helpers, Food Pyramid, types of
Metals, Different logos of automobile companies etc. Monument world was exhibited by
students in detail taking up the various topics like – Burj Khalifa, Pteronas Tower, Eiffel
Tower, Qutub Minar and many more. Creative Salad presented by students gave a complete
new angle for each one to look at the fruits and vegetables. Galaxy in a jar, Ocean layers in
jar, were amazing concepts exhibited by the students. Natural Resources World amazed one
and all by the creativity at par by using Stone art, Mud art, Wood art etc. Exhibition
continued with a Puppet Show- “Importance of Cleanliness”, by students only playing the
puppets on their creative fingers. Creative Corner displayed the essence of art and craft for a
student. Infrastructure and Architecture world was amazingly exhibited by the students
through models of different types of houses, bridges. ‘Toys from Trash’like- toppling toys,

Riders Swing, Shoot Game etc were, an amazing and imagination beyond reality were
presented by the students and were fun with amazement by the viewers along with
enjoyment. Concepts of Mathematics like Addition, Subtraction, Expanded form, Capacity,
Ascending and Descending Order, Tangrams were well exhibited by the students. ‘Best Out
of Waste’, working models like- Periscope, Vacuum cleaner, Motor Boat, Juice vending
Machines etc. were presented by the students which made each one wonder at the varied
concepts picked up by each and every student as well as executed by them. ‘Amusement
Park’, joyride working models were exhibited by the students which forced one and all to
enjoy the mini world of rides like- Let’s Go Round, Cup and Saucer, Furious Wheel, Scream
Machine, Giant Wheel, Reverse Ride etc. were well demonstrated by the students. Robotic
Cooler, Robotic Car, Helicopter, Parking lot were the exhibits that presented the creativity
along with passion for science by the students.
Overall the whole of Exhibition was the realm of students Creativity, Imagination, Creation
which will definitely nurture their wings and will assure them to soar high.
“Born to Fly”- was indeed a success in true terms.
This exhibition was put forth with an endeavour to promote scientific attitude among the
budding young students, this exhibition was one of its kind. Parents and people from the
neighbourhood also visited and attended the exhibition. This exhibition was aimed at
motivating the students for participation in such other events of the school.
The Exhibition was a huge success. Enthusiasm and effervescence overflowed amongst
students, teachers and parents!

Best wishes
Pranita Mendsure
Principal, AHPS

